
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She appeared in the distance, but seemed to know she
____________________, and kept away.
1.

(watch)was being watched

She sank two German transports while they ______________________ by
cruisers.
2.

(escort)
were being escorted

Thus she spoke, bravely, but beneath her outwardly sweet serenity a hard
battle __________________.
3.

(wage)was being waged

They had watched the preparations with interest and, glad of the warmth of
the fire, sat as near it as they conveniently could while a hasty meal
___________________.

4.

(cook)was being cooked

Instead they were almost always things that aimed to improve him, and if
there was anything Christopher resented, it _____________________.
5.

(improve)
was being improved

But Joe felt he ___________________ of the fruits of his effort, and
promptly insisted upon his riddle.
6.

(rob)
was being robbed

As my wounds _____________________ I peered over the mound at the
rout.
7.

(dress)
were being dressed

But finally even Dan had to cry enough, for one course after another
___________________ and it seemed as if the feasting might go on for days.
8.

(serve)
was being served

Work ___________________ forward rapidly, and Dave and Roger were
making excellent progress in their chosen profession.
9.

(push)
was being pushed

We had just finished our frugal meal, and the empty bottles
___________________ away.
10.

(take)were being taken

And now, he said, in this new Eden, man __________________ another
chance.
11.

(give)
was being given
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It seemed so comical-looked just as if he ____________________ in
charge of a policeman for fear he'd lose himself, and would never find himself
again.

12.

(bring)

was being brought

It seemed to her as if mists were lifting and curtains
___________________ aside, and she saw the path that she had trodden
winding backwards at her feet, like a clearly defined boundary.

13.

(draw)
were being drawn

The retreat _________________ along a narrow track through rough and
broken country overgrown with short, thick undergrowth.
14.

(make)
was being made

Then she, delighted with de Beaune, offered him her hand, and led him
most gallantly into her room, where they conversed freely together while
supper _____________________.

15.

(prepare)was being prepared

As for the partners, food _________________ over for them from the
hotel: they would be obliged to remain at the bank for some time yet.
16.

(send)
was being sent

A benediction _____________________ upon her humble home, the
world of tears within was filled with light.
17.

(bestow)
was being bestowed

To protect a once great scientist's name, the matter
___________________ up.
18.

(hush)was being hushed

Several of the other competitors gathered about it while the engine
__________________ up.
19.

(tune)was being tuned

Yet, there was a patch of sandy shore toward which the horses
___________________.
20.

(urge)were being urged
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